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"The war in Vietnam was not lost in the field, nor was it lost on the front pages of the New York
Times or the college campuses. It was lost in Washington, D.C." —H. R. McMaster (from the
Conclusion)Dereliction Of Duty is a stunning analysis of how and why the United States became
involved in an all-out and disastrous war in Southeast Asia. Fully and convincingly researched,
based on transcripts and personal accounts of crucial meetings, confrontations and decisions, it
is the only book that fully re-creates what happened and why. McMaster pinpoints the policies
and decisions that got the United States into the morass and reveals who made these decisions
and the motives behind them, disproving the published theories of other historians and excuses
of the participants.A page-turning narrative, Dereliction Of Duty focuses on a fascinating cast of
characters: President Lyndon Johnson, Robert McNamara, General Maxwell Taylor, McGeorge
Bundy and other top aides who deliberately deceived the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the U.S.
Congress and the American public.McMaster’s only book, Dereliction of Duty is an explosive
and authoritative new look at the controversy concerning the United States involvement in
Vietnam.

From the Back Cover"A fabulous piece of scholarship. This book will open a whole new chapter
in our study of Vietnam." --Tom Clancy"Here's everything you didn't read in Robert S.
McNamara's book. Vietnam did not simply happen; it was not an accidental Cold War collision
that killed 58,000 Americans and a million Vietnamese. Men of power and responsibility caused
that disastrous war and left their fingerprints all over it--and here are their names and what they
did and said and decided in secret. McMaster has mined newly declassified records and, in
these pages, sheds fresh light and understanding on how the best and the brightest, shielded by
a bodyguard of lies and the words &'Top Secret,' maneuvered and manipulated our country
down the road to war and bitter defeat."--Joseph L. Galloway, Senior Writer, U.S. News and
World Report, and co-author of We Were Soldiers Once . . . and YoungDereliction of Duty makes
a unique, groundbreaking contribution toward clarifying what happened, why, and who was
responsible for the decisions that led to direct U.S. military intervention in the Vietnam War.
Based on more than five years of painstaking research, it includes startling revelations from
previously classified transcripts of crucial meetings. The result is an inescapable correction to
the prevailing view that an American war in Vietnam was inevitable.Based on dramatic and
irrefutable evidence, Dereliction of Duty proves that the war in Vietnam was not lost in the field,
or on the front pages of The New York Times, or on the college campuses. It was lost in
Washington, D.C., even before the first American units were deployed. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.For years the popular myth surrounding the Vietnam War was
that the Joint Chiefs of Staff knew what it would take to win but were consistently thwarted or



ignored by the politicians in power. Now H. R. McMaster shatters this and other misconceptions
about the military and Vietnam in Dereliction of Duty. Himself a West Point graduate, McMaster
painstakingly waded through every memo and report concerning Vietnam from every meeting of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff to build a comprehensive picture of a house divided against itself: a
president and his coterie of advisors obsessed with keeping Vietnam from becoming a political
issue versus the Joint Chiefs themselves, mired in interservice rivalries and unable to reach any
unified goals or conclusions about the country's conduct in the war.McMaster stresses two
elements in his discussion of America's failure in Vietnam: the hubris of Johnson and his
advisors and the weakness of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Dereliction of Duty provides both a
thorough exploration of the military's role in determining Vietnam policy and a telling portrait of
the men most responsible.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorH. R. McMaster is National Security Adviser and a 1984 graduate of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point. He holds an M.A. and a Ph.D. in history from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and taught history at West Point. He has served in numerous command
and staff positions in armored and cavalry units. He has served as Director of the Army
Capabilities Integration Center, and Deputy Commanding General, Futures, U.S. Army Training
and Doctrine Command, in addition to previous postings as Commanding General, Ft. Benning
Maneuver Center of Excellence, and Director of the Combined Joint Interagency Task Force-
Shafafiyat at the International Security Assistance Force headquarters in Kabul, Afghanistan.
During the Gulf War, he commanded Eagle Troop, 2nd Armored Cavalry Regiment, in combat
against Iraq’s Republican Guard.Maj. H. R. McMaster is a 1984 graduate of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point. He holds an M.A. and Ph.D. in history from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he began his research on the Vietnam War in 1992. He taught
history at West Point from 1994 to 1996. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the Inside FlapDereliction of Duty makes a unique, groundbreaking contribution
toward clarifying what happened, why, and who was responsible for the decisions that led to
direct U.S. military intervention in the Vietnam War. Based on more than five years of painstaking
research, it includes startling revelations from previously classified transcripts of crucial
meetings, many of which were obtained by the author through the Freedom of Information Act;
tapes of private telephone conversations; exclusive access to personal diaries; interviews with
participants; and oral histories. The result is an inescapable correction to the prevailing view that
an American war in Vietnam was inevitable. The book follows step-by-step the series of
developments and secret decisions made in Washington between November 1963 and July
1965 to intensify the American military commitment in Southeast Asia. And it reveals that the
disaster that followed was not caused by impersonal forces but by uniquely human failures at the
highest levels of the U.S. government: arrogance, weakness, lying in the pursuit of self-interest,
and above all, the abdication of responsibility to the American people. The roles played by the
president's closest advisers - McGeorge Bundy, Dean Rusk, George Ball, Maxwell Taylor, and
especially Robert McNamara - in the decisions to escalate American involvement are central to



the story. And the reasons behind those decisions - now exposed - challenge McNamara's claim
that American policy makers were prisoners of the ideology of the containment of Communism
and therefore should be absolved of responsibility for the final outcome. The book also reveals
for the first time how the virtual exclusion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff from the decision-making
process exacerbated the problem. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
Kirkus ReviewsAn intriguing analysis that challenges the view that Cold War anticommunism
was primarily responsible for American military intervention in Vietnam. In his first book,
McMaster, a US Army major and Persian Gulf war veteran, and a historian who has taught at
West Point, zeroes in on the actions of Lyndon Johnson and his top advisers from the time LBJ
became president in November 1963 to the July 1965 decision to escalate the war drastically.
The author makes a convincing case that domestic political considerations were behind the
development of the failed strategy of graduated military pressure. The actions of Johnson, his
top civilian advisers, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) were, moreover, characterized by
``arrogance, weakness [and] lying in the pursuit of self interest.'' President Johnson heads
McMaster's culpability list, which also includes Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara,
Secretary of State Dean Rusk, JCS head and US ambassador to South Vietnam Gen. Maxwell
Taylor, Taylor's JCS successor, Gen. Earle Wheeler, and top advisers William and McGeorge
Bundy. McMaster's touchstone is the unchallenged fact that Johnson wanted to fight the war on
poverty, not the war in Vietnam. McMaster interprets virtually all of LBJ's actions as chief
executive in that light. From November 1963 to November 1964 Johnson's overarching goal was
to win the presidential election. After that, his main concern was enacting his Great Society
programs. The fact that Johnson made Vietnam policy based on domestic-policy implications,
McMaster believes, was a recipe for disaster in Vietnam. David Halberstam promulgated similar
arguments in The Best and the Brightest (1972). McMaster, using newly released transcripts
and other primary source material, pays more attention to the JCS's role. Unsparing in his
analysis of the chiefs, McMaster takes them severely to task for their ``failure'' to provide LBJ
with ``their best advice.'' A relentless, stinging indictment of the usual Johnson administration
Vietnam War suspects. (illustrations, not seen) -- Copyright ©1997, Kirkus Associates, LP. All
rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review[A]
comprehensive, balanced, and relentless exploration of the specific role of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff...a devastating indictment of Johnson and his principal civilian and military advisers.--
"New York Times Book Review"A must-read autopsy of a war gone wrong.-- "New York Times"A
seminal work.-- "Wall Street Journal"A sobering, well-written account.-- "Barnes&Noble.com"A
stunning book: eloquent and highly effective. The word noble would not be going too far.-- "Paul
Fussell, author of The Great War and Modern Memory"Brilliant...a penetrating analysis.-- "San
Francisco Chronicle"Carefully researched and vividly narrated...It should be read by anyone
interested in the origins of one of the great tragedies in American history.-- "Stanley Karnow,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Vietnam: A History"Intriguing...Unsparing in his analysis of the
chiefs, McMaster takes them severely to task for their 'failure' to provide LBJ with 'their best



advice.' A relentless, stinging indictment of the usual Johnson administration Vietnam War
suspects.-- "Kirkus Reviews"McMaster's book has drawn high praise from experts...His dogged
research unearthed thousands of pages of material denied other historians and writers.--
"Seattle Post-Intelligencer"Red hot, brilliantly shows how the American people were conned.-- "
Colonel David H. Hackworth, United States Army, (Retired)"The generals and admirals who kept
silent as America descended into the Vietnam quagmire had many times been in harm's way. Yet
when subjected to a final test, they were unable and unwilling to make the choice demanded of
service-academy cadets: the harder right over the easier wrong, whatever the personal cost.--
"Publishers Weekly"Thoroughly researched, clearly written, and forcefully argued.-- "Los
Angeles Times Book Review"Well-written and full of enlightening new details, Dereliction of Duty
adds significantly to the historical record of a great national failure.-- "Washington Post " --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistThe "error not of values and
intentions but of judgment and capabilities" to which Robert McNamara admitted in In
Retrospect (1995) leaves out his deceptions that helped plunge America into the Vietnam War.
McNamara may not have remembered them in his memoir, but army officer McMaster found
them in the Joint Chiefs of Staff's archives for the crucial decision-making years of 1964 and
1965. Distilled to its essence, McMaster's thesis proposes that the plans and advice on Vietnam
prepared by the nation's military advisers were systematically sidetracked by McNamara. Two
facts exemplify the whole dense forest of facts McMaster explores: the prediction of the Joint
Chiefs of the Army and Marine Corps that "victory" would require five years and 500,000 troops
only reached LBJ's ears once (he didn't listen, obviously), and the Pentagon war games of
McNamara's theory of "graduated pressure" eerily ended in stalemate. McNamara suppressed
all such warning signs, theorizes McMaster, because he was responding to LBJ's anxiety to
keep Vietnam's "noise level" down until the 1964 election was over and the Great Society safely
enacted. As damning of the civilian leaders as he is, McMaster doesn't blithely exonerate the
brass. They didn't heed their own warnings and acquiesced in McNamara's incrementalist
policy, in the hope of eventually getting the huge force they diffidently advised would be needed
to win. Writing about an ocean of memos, meetings, and reports as he does, McMasters delivers
a narrative more diligent than dramatic, but his take on pinpointing the architect(s) of the
Vietnam fiasco should prove, nonetheless, of high interest. Gilbert Taylor --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Stephen Bang, “extremely important and valuable. This book is extremely important and
valuable for two reasons. First, I believe it is a very honest and accurate description of how
Eisenhower, JFK, and LBJ got America into the Vietnam War. There are a lot of biased books,
but this book is heavily documented, based on declassified memos and communications from
the highest ranking civilian and military leaders. It seems to me that both “war hawks” and “war
doves” will find it honest and informative. Second, the author was recently appointed as National
Security Advisor to Donald Trump. So it reveals some of the thinking of this important advisor.
We should not expect that H.R. McMasters will be derelict.So who was derelict? LBJ and
McNamara most importantly, because they cared about winning the 1964 election and passing
the Great Society legislation, way more than what was the right thing to do in Vietnam, way more
than the lives of those who would die. They lied and manipulated to get their way. All of the JCS
were derelict for not standing up to LBJ and McNamara, allowing themselves to be
manipulated. But I don’t think we should be too hard on the JCS, because they are required to
follow the orders of the president and SecDef.Chapter One is about the early days of the
Kennedy administration and the Bay of Pigs invasion of Cuba. Eisenhower and Congress had
established formal structures for Defense decision making, with the JCS advising the president.
JFK gutted that apparatus, using a few close friends for advice and using the JCS to support
decisions that were already established. Eisenhower had set in motion the preparations for the
Bay of Pigs invasion. JFK let it proceed but denied it the kind of support it needed for success.
Then he blamed the JCS for failure. Kennedy and McNamara strengthened the role of the
SecDef at the expense of the JCS. Kennedy established Maxwell Taylor as his Military
Representative, a new postion. JFK fired or “kicked upstairs” the service chiefs, putting in his
own men.Chapter Two is about the Cuban Missile Crisis, then shifts to Vietnam. The JCS
wanted a more muscular military response to the Soviets. McNamara advocated a naval
“quarantine” and a secret deal to remove nukes from Turkey in exchange for the removal of
nukes from Cuba. McNamara convinced the president, and the strategy worked out pretty well,
emboldening McNamara to be more assertive over the JCS. There is a quick review of Vietnam
history from 1940 to 1963. The French were defeated at Dien Bien Phu, Vietnam was
partitioned, elections were to be held but never happened. Ho Chi Minh consolidated power in
the north and started directing revolt in the south. The U.S. supported Diem, a Roman Catholic
who did not treat the Buddhist majority well. In 1963 the U.S. started sending uncertain feelers
for a coup. The coup finally occurred on Nov 1, 1963.Chapter Three includes the Nov 1, 2914
coup that killed Diem, and the assassination of JFK on Nov 22, 1963. JFK did not communicate
clearly to Ambassador Henry Lodge, and Lodge thought there was a green light from
Washington for the coup. JFK was upset when he learned of Diem’s death.Chapter Four covers
the initial months of the Johnson administration. LBJ had big plans for the Great Society
legislation and wanted to limit military spending so that the country could afford the Great



Society. LBJ also didn’t want to lose Vietnam to the communists. Maxwell Taylor continued to
strengthen his power as chairman of the JCS. McNamara was happy to deceive the public with
an optimistic assessment of Vietnam, allowing the U.S. to limit spending on Vietnam, leaving
funds for domestic spending. McNamara championed a strategy of gradually increasing military
force. The JCS advocated a sudden and vigorous military response to achieve victory. Special
Forces were used to raid North Vietnam.Chapter Five explores the tension between the Joint
Chiefs and the President and SedDef in the spring of 1964. LBJ appointed Lemay to serve an
additional year as the AF chief, reasoning that as long as (but only as long as) he was in uniform
he would not publicly oppose LBJ’s Vietnam policy. The Pentagon conducted a war game,
SIGMA 1-64, to test the strategy of graduated pressure. The war game accurately predicted the
future events – the introduction of large U.S. ground forces into the war, the lack of support from
Congress and the American people, and the underestimation of Hanoi’s resolve. (This study
crushes a prominent claim of the book A Bright and Shining Lie, which claims that the U.S. did
not understand Hanoi’s resolve. The Pentagon understood it.) McNamara made sure that LBJ
never saw this report.Chapter Six covers the summer of 1964, with the same themes. LBJ
viewed everything in terms of its effect on the election. Maxwell Taylor maneuvered to give
himself more influence and authority. He became Ambassador to SVN in July, securing a memo
from LBJ giving him authority over military operations. Taylor got LBJ to appoint Earl Wheeler to
Chairman of the JCS – the third consecutive Army general to hold the position. Wheeler had no
combat bona fides and was compliant towards McNamara, LBJ, and Taylor. There was a big
conference in Honolulu, and Taylor shut out the views of the JCS. LBJ asked the JCS for
recommendations, but constrained their response to limited actions. The Gulf of Tonkin incident
occurred during this period. On one night, NVN patrol boats attacked a US Navy destroyer. A
couple of days later there was confusion, and a NVN attack was thought to have occurred, but
almost certainly did not. When LBJ was first notified of the second attack, he ordered the Navy
to respond with a strike on the NVN navy base, thinking that would help is election campaign.
One Navy pilot was killed and another taken prisoner – the first POW of the war. The incident
resulted in a Congressional resolution giving the president authority to respond. Campaign
surrogate speakers were told to emphasize that things are going well in Vietnam now but to hold
open the possibility of escalation later. LBJ wanted some freedom to escalate after the election,
so everyone basically lied about how well things were going in the summer and fall. The book is
getting pretty repetitious here.Chapter Seven includes quite a bit about William Bundy, younger
brother of McGeorge Bundy. William Bundy advocated graduated pressure on NVN, with a
bombing campaign to start on Jan 1, 1965. Once Maxwell Taylor got established in SVN as the
ambassador, he saw the need for a more vigorous military response, but he had little success
getting support for this from LBJ and McNamara. Throughout the book to this point, a major
theme is the inter-service rivalries, the inability of the Joint Chiefs to agree, and the ability of
McNamara and Maxwell Taylor to use the rivalries to neutralize any effectiveness the Chiefs
might have had in influencing decisions. Air Force General LeMay and Marine General Greene



often teamed up to advocate vigorous military action. Army General Johnson opposed the most
vigorous actions and feared that escalation could cause China to intervene or increased
violence from the Viet Cong. General Johnson was skeptical of the ability of air power to
interdict the supply routes or to coerce NVN. General Greene wanted the Marines to secure all
of the coastal areas of SVN.Chapter Eight starts with a Pentagon simulation, Sigma II. Its results
were similar the earlier Sigma I simulation. Graduated pressure, implemented through
controlled bombing of NVN, did little to hinder the military capability of the communists and did
nothing to weaken their resolve to win. It resulted in escalation, with the introduction of U.S.
ground combat units into SVN and erosion of support from the American public. But graduated
pressure fit with the domestic political objectives of Johnson, McNamara, and the rest, so LBJ
continued to follow it. McNamara continued to look back to the success of graduated pressure
in the Cuban Missile Crisis. [I interject that it was easy to isolate Cuba because it is an island
close to the U.S. NVN had land routes and short sea routes to send munitions to SVN.]Up to
this point, McMasters does not seem to take sides. He has shown that JFK and McNamara and
their civilian associates, and Maxwell Taylor were dishonest and valued winning the election
over everything else. The options were to vigorously strike the enemy in NVN and Laos,
graduated pressure, or negotiated withdrawal (giving up.) McMasters clearly sees graduated
pressure as the worst choice, but hasn’t really taken a stand between vigorous strikes and
withdrawal. History shows that graduated pressure did not work and cost the U.S. dearly, so any
author would have to oppose that strategy in retrospect.Chapter Nine starts after the election.
“McNaughton and William Bundy rationalized that committing the U.S. to a war in Vietnam and
losing would be preferable to withdrawing from what they believed was an impossible situation.”
Location 3706. (Gasp!) Johnson was determined to pass the Great Society legislation at any
cost. He won the election in a landslide and picked up seats in the House and Senate. LBJ
spent most of the month at the ranch to avoid dealing with the war and to work on the Great
Society. The JCS continued to favor a sudden and vigorous application of force on NVN but the
civilian leadership slow-rolled them and stuck to slow escalation.Chapter Ten – A Fork in the
Road - goes from December 1964 to February 1965. Taylor tried to straighten out the SVN
government with tough talk, but they saw it as colonial interference and dissolved the national
council. The Viet Cong were having a lot of success and McGeorge Bundy and McNamara
thought that the U.S. needed to escalate its efforts to prevent a collapse of SVN. But the
administration had been constantly telling the American people and the world that things were
going quite well in Vietnam, so justification was need for the escalation. The Navy was sent
north to try to provoke something, but it was a wimpy effort. Unrelated to that, the VC attacked
Pleiku (a place where I landed many times) on February 6, killing and wounding some
Americans. LBJ ordered air strikes on barracks in southern NVN the next day.Chapter 11 – The
Foot in the Door: February – March 1965, and Chapter 12 – A Quicksand of Lies: March – April
1965. The administration came to believe that SVN would, in the end, fall to the Communists but
that it was important to support SVN for a while and delay the outcome, that this would be better



for U.S. prestige, respect, and credibility than an immediate withdrawal. VP Humphrey told LBJ
what he thought and was barred from all future discussions on Vietnam. Taylor opposed using
Army and Marine combat units. There was haggling over using one, two, or three Marine
battalions and where to put them. A battalion was sent to defend Danang. The JCS quarreled
over air power and ground combat units and which to use first. John McConnell replaced Curtis
Lemay as AF Chief of Staff. The Viet Cong controlled more and more of the country and there
was danger that the Saigon government would fail, but LBJ kept lying that they were doing well.
LBJ would give pep talks to the military leaders, telling them to kill more VC, and then keep in
place the restrictions that kept them from killing more VC. A few of the civilian and military
leaders noticed that the U.S. had not defined its objective in Vietnam. Beat NVN into submission
to the point they would stop aiding the VC and order the VC to cease and desist? Prop up the
SVN government for a while and then find a reason to pull out? Negotiate some kind of
settlement? LBJ wouldn’t really discuss the topic or commit to any objective. Chapter 12 ends
with a pretty good summary of the book. The JCS had estimates of the number of troops
needed to win in Vietnam – 700,000, but did not give those estimates to their civilian superiors.
Johnson maneuvered the JCS to give him the advice he wanted to hear, not the advice they
knew he needed. A slow escalation, with minimal air strikes on NVN and small troop
deployments proceeded, with LBJ refusing to acknowledge to himself or to the American people
where it was going.Chapter 13 – The Coach and His Team: April – June 1963. Chapter 14 – War
without Direction: April – June 1965. Chapter 15 – Five Silent Men: July 1965. LBJ gave the
JCS a pep talk about how they are the team and he is the coach and they are supposed to do
what he says. Nobody knew what the objective of the war was, or if they had an opinion, there
were different and conflicting opinions. Destroy NVN’s ability to wage war and compel them to
call off the rebellion in SVN? Hang on a little longer, propping up the SVN government? Show
the world that we are a dependable ally, then figure out a way to exit SVN with honor? There
was a lot of haggling about how many more battalions and air squadrons should be sent to
Vietnam. Maxwell Taylor, the ambassador, opposed any combat units, thinking (correctly it turns
out) that U.S. combat units would cause the ARVN to cede the fighting to the Americans, and
Americanize that war. There was haggling about Rolling Thunder, the air war against NVN.
Johnson and McNamara wanted to control the air war from Washington and limit strikes to minor
installations that wouldn’t provoke NVN, the U.S.S.R, and China too much. The JCS wanted to
send more sorties against move important targets. The peace movement was cranking up in the
U.S. and abroad, and LBJ thought that sending more troops to SVN would cause less opposition
from the peace movement than air strikes against NVN. By July, LBJ approved about 200,000
total American troops in SVN. In May there was a seven-day halt to Rolling Thunder to see if
NVN would respond favorably diplomatically (they didn’t) and to placate the peace movement.”

james mccaffrey, “I just turned 70, having lived to tell the .... I just turned 70, having lived to tell
the tale, as so many of my friends did not as a result of Robert McNamara's war. When it was all



going on many had the impression that he was totally out of touch with what was happening.
Between his hubris and LBJ's desire for power they minimized the role of the joint chiefs of staff,
thus the military, and essentially threw the war into William Westmoreland's incapable hands,
and well over a million people were murdered, including over 50,000 of my contemporaries. Am I
still bitter and angry, YES. I still have friends that are not mentally sound as a result of the
decisions those two idiots concocted.”

J. J. Bradshaw, “A very detailed analysis of the decision making processes that resulted in
America fighting a war in Vietnam. Firstly it might be useful to say what this book isn't. The book
is not a history of the Vietnam war nor an analysis of the actual war. In fact events in Vietnam
itself are very peripheral to the story and there is almost no content about the conduct of the war.
The book provides a very detailed analysis of the decision making process that caused America
to fight a war in Vietnam, it is limited in both scope and time, concluding in mid 1965. The book
presents an argument that for the critical years 1963 - 1965 LBJ proceeded down a path which
was intended to limit US involvement in Vietnam in order to secure electoral success followed by
securing legislative approval for his great society program, aided and abetted by his civilian
advisers and whilst by-passing the professional advice of the joint chiefs of staff. LBJ appears to
have wanted to avoid a war but was also incapable of considering a withdrawal, the refusal to
make a decision between withdrawal and war, with a steady escalation based on a theory of
graduated pressure had catastrophic consequences for America and Vietnam.The story is
essentially a story of human relations between the key players, an insecure President with
dreams of changing US society, civilian advisers who were undoubtedly clever but who engaged
in ever more duplicitous manoeuvres to hide the reality of the escalating involvement of US
troops and who lacked either the judgement or courage to challenge the drift into a quagmire.
When I say drift, it is important to state that this is used in terms of a lack of strategic aims or any
clearly defined policy, however it was also the result of a decision making process and it was
within the power of LBJ to stop this drift at any time. Finally the joint chiefs, who fully understood
the import of decisions being made but who were hopelessly divided by inter service rivalries
and a great reluctance to challenge LBJ even in private, never mind in public. The figure of
McNamara looms large throughout the book, his attachment to graduated pressure stemmed
from his positive experience at the time of the Cuban missile crises whilst professional
arrogance (a belief in the power of systems and quantitative analysis combined with disdain for
professional military experience) and loyalty to the person of the President led him to cling to
graduated pressure in the face of all evidence and professional advice that it was a failed idea in
Vietnam. The professional arrogance and disdain towards military advice was a characteristic of
the inner circle responsible for the critical decisions such as the Bundy brothers.The joint chiefs
do not emerge in a positive light. Particularly Maxwell D Taylor who was chairman of the joint
chiefs then ambassador to South Vietnam. Taylor was instrumental in neutering the joint chiefs
and making sure that the military gave LBJ and his advisers the advice they wanted whilst



making sure any counter opinions from his colleagues were kept well away from the President.
Later as ambassador he was a staunch critic of committing US ground forces into combat yet
even as he realised the futility of US policy he was unable to bring himself to seriously challenge
LBJ.The book shows that there was never really a policy or coherent purpose for US policy, and
that even the obvious aim of securing a free and independent South Vietnam very quickly
became a subsidiary aim. There appears to have been little beyond a desire to hang on long
enough to serve the purpose of LBJ's domestic political agenda and to demonstrate US resolve.
The tactical aim of killing communists replaced strategy. The theory of graduated power offering
the opportunity to turn off US involvement at any point was demonstrably false and was
predicted as such. Fundamentally the joint chiefs realised from the outset that the essential
choice facing America was to either commit huge forces (500,000+ troops) to fight a war, or to
withdraw from Vietnam, there was no half way house. Taylor especially realised that the key to
success was the Saigon government, real success needed a stable, viable South Vietnamese
government yet there was never an effective political force in Saigon to oppose communism and
US military power could not compensate for this.This is a story with no heroes, not even the
perspicacious George Ball (who did provide very prescient analysis) comes out particularly well.
The lessons remain valid today. Don't go to war based on lying to the country and with no real
objectives or strategy. An outstanding book, very highly recommended.”

T. Brown, “This is a laser like expose of the terrifying consequences of having a mendacious ....
With surgical precision McMaster cuts deep into LBJ's politicking and deceitful manipulation of
the military chiefs, Congress and the American people. He exposes the weaknesses in Robert
McNamara's reliance on systems analysis and dismissal of military situation awareness, and
reveals that jointly he and the President never intended to actually win the war but were content
with stalemate. They thought that military action should simply be seen as a mode of
communication with the enemy. Meanwhile the Joint Chiefs of Staff who had been sidelined by
LBJ and McNamara were reduced to doing as they were told, and rather than standing up to be
counted when it mattered they preferred to protect their own skins. This is a laser like expose of
the terrifying consequences of having a mendacious President whose ruthless pursuit of a
personal agenda is given free rein.”

Antony Ivins, “NO CHANGE YET. DERELICTION OF DUTY by H.R.McMASTERThis book
(published in 1997) is written by a Major Herbert Raymond McMaster (who has now attained the
rank of three-star general) His career to-date confirms him as the consummate modern soldier.
The author’s subsidiary title of his book: “Lyndon Johnson, Robert McNamara, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, and the lies that led to Vietnam”. Although it is old history it is important as a detailed
report of the still prevailing style of decision making at the top of the Western Alliance.In
retrospect in can be seen that ‘The Truman Doctrine’ of ‘containment’ was just about
manageable in Europe. Extending it to apply anywhere in the world was a step too far. To



sacrifice young Western Alliance lives to hold and turn back a tide of national self-determination
and reaction to colonialism, in the many European overseas possessions, was dangerously
flawed. The post-WWII events set in motion by the various Russian and American interpretations
of the Yalta (and other) ‘Agreement’ inevitably led to the ‘Cold War’ confrontation. The regional
hot-wars (Korea, Vietnam, and Afghanistan) settled nothing, but filled many cemeteries with the
premature dead.In the Western Alliance political class there was (and still is) a frightening
ineptitude. This story of the slow-march to disaster in Vietnam points-up that the leadership of
the Western World is selected solely on American domestic considerations. The man who has
the power to start atomic war is chosen exclusively on the basis of his attitudes to abortion and
similar domestic matters.Limited involvement in Vietnam was commenced by the Kennedy
(JFK) Administration (living in Camelot), but was finally escalated during the Johnson (LBJ)
Administration. LBJ was never intended by the Kennedy’s to have any power. He was chosen by
JFK’s father to give a shine on the hustings and at Capitol Hill to his son’s presidential campaign.
LBJ had substantial domestic political skills, but absolutely no foreign relations experience. On
becoming president following the assassination of JFK, Johnson was surrounded by the cabinet
of Camelot who had nothing but contempt for him. Robert McNamara decided to use Johnson in
his plans and told him very little of significance. He in fact isolated Johnson from all other
opinion, particularly the Joint Chiefs of Staff.The war in Vietnam was essentially conducted by
McNamara throughout, and 58,000 young Americans were killed in action and another 153,000
were injured of which 30% eventually died of their wounds. The total casualties on all sides were
3.5 million dead men women and children and America lost the war.General McMaster sums
up:“The disaster in Vietnam was not the result of impersonal forces but a uniquely human failure,
the responsibility for which was shared by President Johnson and his principal military and
civilian advisers. The failings were many and reinforcing: arrogance, weakness, lying in the
pursuit of self-interest, and above all, the abdication of responsibility to the American
people.”Need I say, nothing has much changed since that time?”

Arthur Pendragon, “Rebuttal of McNamara's "In Retrospect". Very well researched and well
referenced the book charts US involvement in Vietnam from the Kennedy insertion of military
advisors into South Vietnam to the 'Americanising' of the war in 1965. It shows how President
Johnson bullied and divided his advisors in search of a non-existent 'Third Way' that could
prevent the unification of Vietnam as a communist state without significant cost or public
scrutiny. The result of the lies and lack of strategic thinking that led to the quagmire of the
Vietnam war is exposed in great detail.This is not a book about the battles (even the Gulf of
Tonkin incident is not covered in great detail) nor the corruption and motivations of the political
leaders and people of Vietnam. It shows how the Joint Chiefs allowed themselves to be
sidelined from decision making. They were unable to put aside interservice rivalry and present a
united view of the requirements for waging a war. As the title of the book says this was
'Dereliction of Duty'. They stayed silent while McNamara and his 'wizkids' lied to congress and



the American people. The Chiefs were at fault, but it is much more an indictment of the
arrogance of McNamara and the duplicity of the Johnson administration.”

badgeroon, “Simply indispensible.. As good as all the in-the-know reviews say. Essential reading
for those in the Administration who can read - not mentioning any names.”

The book by H. R. McMaster has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,461 people have provided feedback.
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